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1. Project Overview
1.1 Project Description:
Empact is a social enterprise with a mission to serve the non-profit organisations (NPO) and Social
Enterprise (SE) communities. Empact’s core business is to act as the agent that stands between a social
enterprise and a volunteer. Their main objective is to assign volunteers with social enterprise so as to
provide social enterprises with quality professional services that are affordable to Non-Profit organizations
(NPOs) and Social Enterpises (SEs).
In this project, Team Box.us would be developing a system to automate the process of locating suitable
volunteer(s) with the relevant skill for a particular job as well as enabling more efficient quality control for
each volunteered job. Upon conception, the system would help Empact to ease the process of searching for
suitable volunteers and hence reduce on of their main bottlenecks. A complementary mobile application will
be developed to encourage greater volunteerism as well.

1.2 Motivation:
1. Reduce the bottleneck in locating for suitable volunteers
2. Reducing the amount of manual labor needed in the process of each task
3. Facilitate better communication among NPO/SE, Empact and Volunteer

1.3 Stakeholders:
Stakeholder

Role

Volunteers

End-user

Empact
(Peter Yang)

Sponsor/Client

NGOs and SEs

End-user

Description
Volunteers are people who want to help value add to NPOs/SEs
without financial compensation.
Empact has the ambition to empower passionate individuals and
organsiations and to bring transformation to their beneficiaries' lives.
The collective passions and efforts will make the earth a loving home
for everyone. (Taken from Empact’s website http://www.empact.sg/empact_aboutus.html)
They have social causes they stand for and their goal is to reach out
to their beneficiaries.

1.4 – 1.5 Deliverables and Scope:
box.us aims to deliver a system that will allow volunteers and NPOs/SEs to have an efficient and easy end to
end volunteering experience while allowing Empact to be the agent between them.
Basic Features
- Account creation and
management by each
stakeholder. Each
stakeholder to be able
to have a personal
account and manage it.
- Empact to be able to
accept or reject a
volunteer
- Volunteer to be able to
view NPOs profile
- NPO to be able to view
volunteers Profile
- Empact to be able to view
both NPO and
volunteer’s profile
1) Account - Register,
create, edit and delete for
all 3 stakeholders.
2) Empact can
accept/reject volunteer

Value Enhancing
Core Features
- Empact to be able to post - Indication of
- Empact would be
task and search for
acceptance by
able to view
suitable volunteers
NPO (client)
statistics of total
- Volunteers will be able to
will officially
no. of hours
accept task requests.
conclude the
volunteers
- NPO can post questions
task.
committed, what
and it can be answered - Empact matches
causes they
by volunteers.
volunteers
supported and
- A search can be done by
according to
many other
different stakeholders
different
statistics
- Task can be reviewed by
criterias that
- Generate volunteer
one or many reviewers
are specified
record information
- Approval would have to
by Empact.
and provide a
given by different
‘resume’ like
reviewers before
information of
process ends
volunteer’s activity
1) Task - Post, update
task status,
2) Question – post,
answer,
3) Search - search for
volunteer, search for NPO
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Review by
reviewer,
Approval by
Empact and
Acceptance by
NPO

1) Statistics –
Generate statistics
and export
2) Records – Viewing
of volunteer records
and exporting
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Mobile Application
- Volunteers will be
notified of
available task
- They will be able
to accept the
task
- Posting answers
to questions
- Search for
relevant task

1) Notifications,
Accept task, post
answers, search
task

2. Project Plan
In our project, we would be splitting the entire duration of FYP into 3 distinct phases – Conceptualization, Development and Feedback. We are following the Agile
Methodology, hence, we would be using iterations. Our wiki would have more information about the milestones and the date that we expect to end each milestone.

Risk Assessment
Risk
Difference in understanding of terminologies and terms used in describing the
business process (e.g. task, questions, assignments)
Unfamiliarity with mobile development frameworks required for the project
Change in volunteer matching business process during the development of the
system

Mitigation
Implement a project dictionary where common terms of use are being recorded
down
Development of mobile application in parallel with web application to highlight any
possible loopholes and to buffer for any major changes needed early.
Analyse client's As-Is Process and verify with client about current As-Is Model

Resources
Targeted Platforms
Programming Language

Web-based Interface (IE, Firefox, Safari, Chrome)

Mobile Development

PhoneGap - http://phonegap.com/
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Java, together with the Stripes framework.
http://www.stripesframework.org/display/stripes/Home

